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Introduction
Collecting Bulgarian print materials in an era of shrinking library materials exchange budgets and changing collection
development priorities represents a unique set of challenges and opportunities for librarians who are responsible for East
European collections in North American academic libraries. Bulgarian Studies as a discipline often forms a part of a
larger and traditionally Russian-dominated field of Slavic and East European Studies. In the case of the University of
California system, Bulgarian print materials are collected by only two campuses, i.e., UC Berkeley and UCLA. This
article has two goals. The first is to provide a brief survey of current collection development levels of Bulgarian language
materials since the fall of the Soviet Bloc in 1989. Second, I aim to highlight some key web resources that can potentially
be used and adapted as collection development tools by selectors in Area Studies.

Scope and Limitations
I used Worldcat on FirstSearch to determine the levels of Bulgarian print collections at both UC Berkeley and UCLA
libraries. However, there are several limitations of the data that are generated using this database. First, the items that are
currently on order and not cataloged, or the items that have been received physically by the library but not yet processed,
are not captured by this database. Secondly, the data are dependent on the level of cataloging that is done in house or
through copy cataloging. If a particular print item is cataloged minimally, then these items are usually not included in the
data generated using Worldcat FirstSearch. Thirdly, the data are displayed by the year of publication and not the dates of
acquisition. For example, a book that was published in 2002 could have been acquired at a later date. Despite these
limitations, there are some advantages of using this database. The database allows us to compare two or more collections
and elucidate the degrees of uniqueness and overlap. Using WorldCat FirstSearch, as compared to the Worldcat
Collection Analysis tool, does not require users to seek permission from any academic institutions to conduct this type of
analysis (more is provided in the methodology section).

The article is also limited to providing a cursory review of a subset of Bulgarian web resources that will give selectors
ideas about the current pricing of print books in Bulgaria's domestic market. In addition to this review, in some cases, a
particular selector might be able to access previews of the book and read additional surrogate bibliographic information
that might help her or him make informed collection development decisions. There is an implicit assumption that the
selector using these websites is familiar with the basics of Bulgarian.

This article focuses on the period beginning in 1989, and does not take into consideration the long history of publishing
in Bulgaria prior to the fall of the Socialist Bloc.

Literature Review
Databases like Library & Information Science Abstracts (LISA) index limited numbers of articles that are dedicated to
the history of Bulgarian collections in the United States. Use of keywords like "Bulgarian" and "collection development"
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yielded 18 results for the articles that were published beginning in 1976 until the time of writing this article in the
summer of 2016. Out of these articles only one addresses the history of Bulgarian collections in the United States
(Cannon 2010).[1] If one performs keyword searches for terms like "Bulgaria," "United States" and "Collections," one
retrieves only 6 results that are indexed for 2007-2014. Of these six results, only four are about Bulgarian collections in
the United States. In other multidisciplinary databases like Academic Search Complete, a keyword search for terms like
"Bulgaria" or "Bulgarian" and "collection development in academic libraries" didn’t yield any results.

Methodology
As noted earlier, I used Worldcat FirstSearch for my data extraction and analysis. I used the expert search feature with the
following two sets of limits, (language=Bulgarian, audience=non-juvenile, format=books) and the library codes. These
unique codes represent individual libraries, for example for UC Berkeley the code is CUY, for UCLA Library the code is
CLU.[2] The OCLC assigned library codes can be found in the Directory of OCLC members.

Worldcat FirstSearch’s Expert Search Interface

The results also include a limited number of items that were published outside of Bulgaria but in Bulgarian.
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The results for Bulgarian items at UC Berkeley for 1989-2016

 

UCLA and UCB Bulgarian Collections
for 1989-2016

If we view a side-by-side comparison of the Bulgarian titles in FirstSearch, we can see some differences among the
collection development opportunities over the period of time slots that are divided by 10 year periods. I have included
Stanford University Library in this comparison to give the reader an idea about the future trends and abilities to collect in
niche Area Studies.
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Bulgarian book holdings in UCB, UCLA and Stanford by 10 year intervals

The same information can be represented graphically as follows:

The number of Bulgarian items in the collections of UC Berkeley, UCLA
and Stanford by years of publication

There is a noticeable difference in collection development at these three institutions from 2011 onward. A discussion of
factors that could have potentially led to the emergence of this difference is beyond the scope of this paper.

FirstSearch can be adapted to be a collection development tool that will allow its user to see what is being acquired by
many academic libraries in the United States. However, there is a time lag between the time of publishing of a particular
item and its appearance in FirstSearch. Thus the key web-resources that are discussed below can serve as a starting point
for selectors who want to inform themselves about the publishing trends in Bulgaria.

While there are several well established vendors that are located in the United States and Russia, as well as Germany, and
that supply Bulgarian materials to several academic libraries in the United States, their pricing could be better (especially
in an era of shrinking collections budgets). A search for vendors in Bulgaria results in one or two reliable individuals
who can consistently stretch their own budgets to satisfy our academic needs for collecting, despite the fact that in some
cases, these vendors have to wait months to get paid. The blooming of the print industry in Bulgaria has also meant that
there's a dramatic increase in the volume and variety of title slips and e-lists that a selector has to go through. Thus I
would argue that using freely available Bulgarian web-resources as collection development tools might be one way to
develop Bulgarian collections. These web-based resources provide insights into current publishing trends in Bulgaria as
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well as allow users to inform themselves about the pricing of these items.

Booksinprint.bg (http://www.booksinprint.bg/) is the web-site that is maintained by the SS. Cyril and Methodius National
Library of Bulgaria. The site is solely in Bulgarian and it allows its user to search through the national register of books
that were published in Bulgaria. The site's landing page allows its users to narrow their search by the subject areas that
are displayed in the left. As the national register for books that are published in Bulgaria, the site allows one to search it
by publishers, book-traders/shops and editions.

The Landing Page of National Register of Bulgarian books in print

The site's advanced search (Разширено търсене (http://www.booksinprint.bg/Publication/Search) ) allows users to
search using up to eighteen different filters that vary from the ISBN, the author's nationality and the format of the book.

Books in Print Advanced Search

The site also indexes several thousand publishing houses. At the time of writing this article, there were 5,439 publishers
indexed with their addresses and other relevant information. The other important feature of the site is that it provides
information about 225 different bookshops including contact information, websites, and bookshop profiles.
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The National Register of books issued in Bulgaria is described on the National Library's website: "The National Library
in partnership with Bulgarian Book Association, within the project BG0046 "Digitization and preservation of written
heritage of Bulgaria”, installed and put into real use the National Register of books issued in Bulgaria
(http://www.booksinprint.bg/) (Books in Print). The national register maintained single classification scheme of the
Bulgarian book distribution and consists of the following modules: module “public site”, module “security”, module
“publications”(created based on the data from the National ISBN Agency for books received ISBN code for the period
1991 till present). The contractor of this project used the data from the National ISBN Agency and compared it to the
database from the e-bookstore Mobilis. With the commissioning of the National Register we hope to improve the
organization of the book market and to enable the provision of electronic services to citizens and business."[3]

While booksinprint.bg (http://www.booksinprint.bg/) serves as a database that allows selectors to get an idea about
pricing, the lack of sufficient Bulgarian can be problematic. Thus, the following two web-resources might be of utility
when it comes to making decisions on what to acquire from Bulgaria.

Edelweiss BP (http://edel.bol.bg) is a book vendor that is based in Bulgaria and they supply academic libraries in North
America. The website is in English and it allows users to go through their book catalog that features quality academic-
and research-level books. Librarians can go through the monthly lists (http://edel.bol.bg/cat_3_2016.html) where the
books are arranged by subject areas.

The monthly list's page on Edelweiss's site

The Edelweiss website also provides access to Bulgarian Legislation Online and to a list of free e-books, as an added
utility. The website provides access to Bgebooks.com (http://bgebooks.com/) , which is bilingual, i.e., one can access
information both in Bulgarian and English. The site allows access to Bulgarian e-books that can be purchased, as well as
to some that are free e-books.
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The landing page of bgebooks.com

Despite the fact that one can purchase these e-books for personal use, I was unable to find information on institutional
purchases and institutional licensing matters.

The last site that I have found of help in my collection development activities as a librarian for East European Collections
is that of the University Publishing House of the St. Kliment Ohridski (Университетско издателство „Св. Климент
Охридски (http://press-su.com/) ”). This is an academic publishing house that produces high quality publications. The
website adds recent publications, and provides both basic bibliographic information and a detailed description of the
titles. Items are arranged by date of publication.

The landing page of the University Publishing House

The site is in Bulgarian and it provides access to the National Academic Books Bourse Store (http://www.akb-
books.com/) . This site in my opinion is a key site that indexes the academic books and their prices within Bulgaria.
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The landing page of the akb-books.com

The publications are displayed by subject categories on the left side of the screen. The website allows users to compare
their pricing with pricing that we often get charged. Of course, pricing is not the only factor that I usually advocate as a
decision-making factor. Our European vendors supply us with additional services like MARC records, EDI ordering and
e-invoicing, etc. However in an era of dwindling purchase powers it becomes essential to have some ideas about the
market price of these books within Bulgaria.

In the final analysis, one can see how collecting Bulgarian materials can be challenging yet rewarding. In the context of
California's public education mandate, I am proud to stretch my limited budgetary sources to acquire key Bulgarian titles
that are important for our faculty and students while not losing sight of the need to continue to develop our Bulgarian
portfolio in the Social Sciences and Humanities.

Liladhar R. Pendse, PhD
Librarian for East European Collections at UC Berkeley
lpendse@library.berkeley.edu (mailto:lpendse@library.berkeley.edu)
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